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ABSTRACT

Susan M. Donahue

In one embodiment, the disclosed method includes control
ling operation of a machine system via actuators and a ?rst set
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of signals received from sensors, receiving a second signal
from a vibration sensor, calculating vibration parameters

(73) Assignee:

based on the second signal. The method further includes the
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steps of normalizing each of the vibration parameters and
presenting the normalized vibration parameters in an operator

Technologies, Inc., May?eld
Heights, OH (U S)

interface. In another embodiment, the system includes a con
troller con?gured to receive sensor signals from a machine

(21) Appl. No.:

12/242,724

(22) Filed;
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system and to control operation of the machine system via
actuators. The system also includes a condition monitoring
user interface con?gured to display normalized vibration
parameters for the machine system.
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CONDITION MONITORING PARAMETER
NORMALIZATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a machine condition
monitoring and control system in accordance With an

embodiment of the present technique;
BACKGROUND

[0007] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of certain components of
the condition monitoring and control system, as shoWn in

[0001] The invention relates generally to the ?eld of sys
tems for monitoring of mechanical machine systems. More
particularly, the invention relates to systems and methods for

and a machine system in accordance With an embodiment of

FIG. 1, including a controller and monitor, support hardWare,

the present technique;

con?guring, processing, and presenting machine condition
monitoring information.

[0008] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of certain components of
the condition monitoring and control system, as shoWn in

[0002] Various systems and components may be used to
monitor and protect industrial equipment and machines.
Depending upon the type of mechanical system, the monitor

and an operator interface in accordance With an embodiment

of the present technique;

ing and protection components may generate various signals
representative of dynamic conditions. The signal-generating

[0009] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of certain components of
the condition monitoring and control system, as shoWn in

FIG. 1, including monitoring softWare, system type pro?les,

components may be sensors and transducers positioned on

FIG. 1, including the operator interface, a selection prompt,

points of interest of the machine systems. The signals are
applied to monitoring circuits that are someWhat remote from
the points of interest, and are used to analyZe the performance
of the machine system. Machine systems thus instrumented

and a system type pro?le in accordance With an embodiment

of the present technique;

may include rotary machines, fans/bloWers, pumps, assembly

accordance With an embodiment of the present technique;

[0010]

FIG. 5 is a How chart of the auto-con?guration and

operation of the condition monitoring and control system, in

lines, production equipment, material handling equipment,

[0011]

poWer generation equipment, as Well as many other types of

machine condition monitoring information, including nor

FIG. 6 is an illustration of a screen that displays

machines of varying complexity.

maliZed vibration parameters, in accordance With an embodi

[0003] By Way of example, one type of condition that may
be monitored in rotary and other dynamic machine systems is

ment of the present technique;

vibration. Information indicative of vibration may be col
lected by accelerometers on or adjacent to points of interest of

machine condition monitoring information, including diag

a machine, and conveyed to monitoring equipment. HoWever,

present technique;

[0012]

FIG. 7 is an illustration of a screen that displays

nostic information, in accordance With an embodiment of the

the information from the accelerometers must be processed,

[0013]

analyZed, and considered in conjunction With other factors,
such as operating speeds, to determine the appropriate
response to machine conditions. Con?guring the monitoring
systems to gather this information may require input of

machine condition monitoring information, including a sys

FIG. 8 is an illustration of a screen that displays

tem schematic, in accordance With another embodiment of

the present technique; and

detailed information about the machine system, such as bear

[0014] FIG. 9 is an illustration of a vibration pro?le used by
a condition monitoring and control system, in accordance

ing types and serial numbers. Moreover, processing the infor

With another embodiment of the present technique.

mation or data requires equipment in addition to that used for

controlling the machine systems. Further, the processed data

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

may require a user With specialiZed knowledge and training to
properly assess the state of the machine system being moni
tored.

FIG. 1, a diagrammatical overvieW of an embodiment of a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0004] In one embodiment, the disclosed method includes
controlling operation of a machine system via actuators and a
?rst set of signals received from sensors, receiving a second
signal from a vibration sensor, calculating vibration param
eters based on the second signal. The method further includes

the steps of normalizing each of the vibration parameters and
presenting the normalized vibration parameters in an operator
interface. In another embodiment, the system includes a con
troller con?gured to receive sensor signals from a machine

system and to control operation of the machine system via
actuators. The system also includes a condition monitoring
user interface con?gured to display normalized vibration

parameters for the machine system.
DRAWINGS

[0005]

These and other features, aspects, and advantages of

the present invention Will become better understood When the
folloWing detailed description is read With reference to the

accompanying draWings in Which like characters represent
like parts throughout the draWings, Wherein:

[0015]

Turning noW to the draWings, and referring ?rst to

machine condition monitoring and control system 10 is illus
trated. The machine condition monitoring and control system
10 is particularly Well suited for monitoring, detecting, and
controlling a Wide range of dynamic operating parameters of
mechanical machine systems. In particular, the system is Well
suited to various types of rotary equipment, although other
applications may be envisaged for certain aspects of the
present technique. As referred herein, the term “dynamic
operating condition” or the reference to condition monitoring
is intended to convey physical conditions or parameters of a

mechanical machine system, as opposed, for example, the
electrical conditions. The dynamic conditions may include
such characteristics as vibration, rotation, speed, tempera
ture, pressure, and so forth.

[0016] The condition monitoring and control system 10 is
designed to alloW monitoring and control of multiple machine
systems, conditions, and/or parameters at various points
along a machine system. A system controller and monitor 12
is operationally connected to various hardWare and compo
nents of the machine system With Which condition monitoring
and control system 10 is associated, and operates on the basis
of softWare that enables an operator to vieW the status of the

system via operator interface 14. The controller and monitor
12 may be an industrial computer, a programmable logic
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controller or any similarly capable device. Operator interface

tioning devices. Further, support hardWare 26 may contain

14 may alloW a user, Without detailed knowledge or training

input or output devices that communicate control commands

in machine condition monitoring, to con?gure condition

to actuators 24.

monitoring and control system 10, thereby enabling the sys

[0019]

tem to monitor various machine condition parameters,

monitor a Wide range of dynamic operating conditions on a

including vibration data. For example, in a presently contem
plated embodiment, a user or operator may con?gure multiple
machine systems, such as machine system A (16), machine

continuous basis for machine information, protection, moni
toring, and control purposes. Accordingly, the condition

Condition monitoring and control system 10 may

monitoring and control system 10 may include a series of

system B (18), and machine system C (20). Machine systems

sensors, detectors, transducers, or actuators mounted on vari

16, 18, and 20 may be any conceivable type of system sus
ceptible to such automation, and may be part of separate or
linked machines. Examples of such systems include fan/
bloWer machine systems, pump systems, motor systems, con
veyor systems, to mention only a feW. Further, machine sys
tems 16, 18, and 20 may each be composed of several
machine systems. For instance, machine system A may

ous points of the machine system to detect the desired

include a motor system and a fan/bloWer system.

[0017] As depicted, a user may con?gure systems 16, 18,
and 20 to be controlled and monitored by condition monitor
ing and control system 10 using a softWare interface that

provides an auto-con?guration for the system. For example,
machine system A 16 may be con?gured as a fan/bloWer

system via operator interface 14, Where the user selects that
the system is a fan/bloWer machine system type. The operator

may further con?gure the machine system by indicating the
number and type of sensors, such as accelerometers to moni
tor machine system A 16. This enables the operator to con

?gure controller and monitor 12 to dynamically monitor the

dynamic operating conditions. As depicted, a support hard
Ware module may be remotely connected via connection 30
and may use any appropriate data communications protocol,
such as a DeviceNet or Ethernet, thereby providing remote
control of support hardWare 26. Communications may also be
performed Wirelessly, or some of the communications may be
via conventional Wired connections, While others are Wire
less. As Will be discussed in detail beloW, condition monitor

ing and control system 10 enables an operator to simply

con?guration of condition monitoring of machine systems
via operating interface. Condition monitoring and control
system 10 also enables a user to perform complex calcula
tions to condition monitoring and vibration data and informa
tion via softWare on controller and monitor 12. For example,
a user may select to perform an FFT calculation and a spike
energy calculation on vibration data of a fan/bloWer machine

system. The results of selected softWare calculation for each

machine system type may then be presented and normalized

condition of one of more machine systems Without detailed

for an untrained operator to assess and diagnose each

knowledge of each machine system. For example, the opera

machine system con?gured.

tor may utiliZe the display on an operator interface 14 to

con?gure the machine system Without entering detailed infor
mation, such as individual bearing type, siZe, and so forth. In
another embodiment, one controller and monitor 12 may be
coupled to several machine systems via a sWitch, or other
multiplexing device that routes the signals betWeen the sys
tem components. In an embodiment, each machine system
16, 18, and 20 may be coupled to a controller and monitor 12.

[0020] A monitor 32 may be used to remotely perform
system con?guration tasks and present the condition moni
toring data to a system operator. For instance, a remote moni
tor 32, including a computer, may be linked via Ethernet
connections 34 and 36 to controller and monitor system 12,
thereby enabling a monitor 12 and attached computer to orga

niZe, con?gure, and present the condition monitoring data

Further, any number of machine systems (or subsystems) may

alongside the controls and con?guration for a control system.

be included in a single condition monitoring and control
system 10.
[0018] Machine systems 16, 18, and 20 may each have
multiple sensors 22 and actuators 24 positioned at various
locations in each machine system. For example, vibration

A netWork sWitch 38 may be placed Within netWork connec

sensors 22 located in a bloWer/fan embodiment of machine

tions 34 and 3 6, thereby routing the condition monitoring and
control information across a potentially larger distance. For
example, monitor 32, computer and user interface 40 may be
located at a manager’s desk aWay from the factory ?oor Where
controller and monitor 12 may be located. In some embodi

system A 16 may be placed on various bearings that support
a rotating shaft of the fan system. In other Words, sensors 22,
in the form of accelerometers, may monitor vibrational data at
various points along the rotational shaft of a fan in machine
system A 16. Further, actuators 24 may be used to control

suitable communication techniques and apparatus. In addi
tion, condition monitoring and control system 10 may include
enterprise and supervisory softWare 42 that may be linked via

machine systems 16, 18, and 20, thereby ensuring that these

netWork connection 44 to the controller and monitors 12 and

machine systems are operating Within certain permissible
control parameters. For instance, if a speci?ed alarm level

32. Enterprise and supervisory softWare 42 may harvest data
from a database containing condition monitoring and control
information, to present a machine condition and control sys

temperature is sensed by a thermocouple sensor in a pump
system, an actuator 24 may be closed to terminate the pump

ments, the netWorking hardWare 34, 36, and 38 may utiliZe
Ethernet, 802.1 1 , Bluetooth, controller-area netWork, or other

tem status to a manager via a management user interface 46.

ing process, thereby avoiding an overheating condition in the

Operator interface 14, user interface 40, and management

pump machine system. Sensors 22 and actuators 24 may be
connected to support hardWare 26 via netWork or electrical
Wire leads 28. In an embodiment, support hardWare 26 may be
measurement hardWare capable of translating the measure

user interface 46 may include any number of suitable display

ment signal to information readable by controller and monitor
12. For example, support hardWare 26 may contain analog to

digital converters, hardWare ?lters, and other signal condi

devices, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor, a
personal data assistant (PDA), or a telephone. Management
user interface 46 may display information such as a vibration

pro?le and/or vibrational trend data over a time period plotted
against alarm values and baseline values for the vibration
data. Further, management user interface 46 may present
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statistical process control information or other historical data
in a manner that enables a manager to vieW the status of one
or more machine systems.

[0021] The various sensors 22 of the condition monitoring
and control system 10 may produce a Wide range of signals
and information based upon the detected dynamic machine
operating conditions. Each sensor 22 may generate one or
more signals Which are communicated to controller and
monitor 12. The various sensors 22 and/or transducers may be

active or passive, and may receive poWer for operation via
connection lines 28. For example, the sensors 22 of an instru

mented turbine machine system B 18 may detect dynamic
machine operating conditions such as valve position and case

extension, bearing absolute casing vibration, both in X andY
directions, differential expansion, speed of rotation, rota
tional phase, and so forth. As appreciated, various sensors and

transducers may be employed for these measurements,
including Lanier variable differential transformers, non-con
tact pickups, rotary potentiometers, accelerometers, and so
forth. In an embodiment, the particular con?guration of con

[0023] As depicted, display 56 is a connection to operator
interface 14, Which is included in control condition monitor
ing and system 10. In an embodiment, display 56 may enable
an operator to assess a machine system condition via normal

iZed indicators or parameters. Such indicators may include

overall vibration, unbalance, looseness, bad bearing, and so
forth. A normalized indication of these machine system
parameters enable a operator to see scaled data that may be
scaled from 0 to 100%, Where 100% is an alarm level, 75% is
a Warning level, and 50% is an average level. This is an
alternative to raW data presentation that may be in the form of

frequency, revolutions per minute (RPM), magnitude, and
other measurement units. By translating or scaling the data to

normaliZed indicators, the condition monitoring and control
system 10 alloWs a user to assess a parameter status Without

having condition monitoring expertise or having to refer to
standard industry tables and/or charts for particular bearings
or components.

[0024]

FIG. 3 is an illustration of an embodiment of certain

troller and monitor system 12 may be connected to a specially

components of condition monitoring and control system 10,
including condition monitoring softWare 52, control softWare
54, and operator interface 14. As depicted, monitoring soft

adapted vibration monitor located in support hardWare 26,

Ware 52 may enable a user to choose from several machine

designed to be coupled a tachometer and accelerometer. In

system type pro?les 58, thereby enabling the user to con?gure

addition, hardWare and softWare Within condition monitoring
and control system 10 may process the input signals to pro

calculations and algorithms that are tailored to a particular

machine system being analyZed and monitored. The machine

duce vibrational data and parameters Which may be used to

system type pro?les 58 may correlate to a speci?c machine

analyZe the performance and/ or operating conditions of the
mechanical machine system. As appreciated, certain of the

component combination, such as a fan machine system With
tWo accelerometers and three actuators. The machine system
type pro?le 58 may include information, such as look up

machine conditions or vibration parameters may be particu
larly indicative of abnormal and unWanted conditions, such as

Wear, impending failure, unbalance, excessive loading, mis
alignment, looseness, and so forth.
[0022]

FIG. 2 is a diagram of an embodiment of condition

monitoring and control system 10 including controller and
monitor 12, support hardWare 26 and machine system A 16.
As depicted, controller and monitor 12 is a computer system
that includes memory 48, processor 50 and operator interface
14 for display of machine system type and information.
Memory 48 may be a hard disk or other disk storage device
Which may have softWare applications installed Which assist
in management of the machine systems and processes. In an
embodiment, memory 48 includes machine condition moni
toring softWare 52 and machine control softWare 54. As dis
cussed further beloW, condition monitoring softWare 52 may

include functional blocks that perform complex calculations
on vibrational data and information that has been communi
cated to controller and monitor 12 via support hardWare 26.

This con?guration reduces the complexity and number of

components in the conditioning monitoring system. Further,
the system Will not need separate hardWare and/or processing
devices to perform each of the selected function blocks. Sup
port hardWare 26 may include signal conditioning and trans
lation hardWare such as an analog to digital converter (A/ D),
input and/or output devices. Support hardWare 26 may

tables, operating parameters, diagnostic information, ?lters,
and alarms that correspond to the speci?c machine compo
nent combination. For instance, in machine system pro?le A
60, raW vibration measurement data 62 may be received by
support hardWare 26 from accelerometer sensors 22, thereby

providing information about the machine system being moni
tored. In the example, the information from raW vibration
measurement data 62 may be fed into monitoring softWare 52
and several function block modules selected by the user may
perform calculations on the raW vibration measurement data

62. The function blocks selected may include FFT function

block 64, spike energy function block 66, spike energy FFT
function block 68, FFT band function block 70, and other
calculation function blocks 72. As described in greater detail
beloW, the FFT function block 64 may provide information
and parameters that are useful in analyZing machine vibration
data. The spike energy function block 66 and spike energy
FFT function block 68 may be measured and analyZed as
discussed in Us. Pat. No. 6,868,348, Which is herein incor

porated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.
[0025] The complex calculations and algorithms per
formed on the raW measurement data 62 may then feed the

results of such function blocks to an appropriate set of param

eters, Which are speci?c to the type of system and machine

receive condition monitoring signals, including vibration

pro?le selected. The machine system-speci?c data table 74
may include parameters such as alarms, events, settings, ini

information, from sensors 22, Which are mounted on appro

tial values, and so forth for each of the calculations performed

priate locations of machine systemA 16. In addition, support

on the data. For example, an FFT calculation may be per
formed by function block 64 on the raW measurement data 62,

hardWare 26 may include connections via lines 28 to actuators
24 that may be used to initiate or terminate processes Within

machine systemA 16. For example, control softWare 54 run
ning on controller and monitor 12 may communicate With

support hardWare 26, thereby instructing actuators 24 to close
if a certain alarm limit is exceeded.

in the form of vibrational information and data. The results of
the selected calculation function blocks may be compared to
values located in a data table 74 that may correspond to
alarms or events for that particular calculation function block
Within that machine system type pro?le. In an embodiment,
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the operator may select the machine system type pro?le 58
Which includes the machine system(s), sensor(s), and actua

tor(s) in the system being monitored.
[0026] For example, raW measurement data 62 may be
vibration data that is communicated to spike energy overall
function block 66, Which then processes the measurement
information producing an overall value for spike energy. The
overall spike energy value for the vibration data may be
compared to an alarm value for spike energy overall data for

the selected system pro?le. If the calculated spike energy
overall value exceeds an alarm in data table 74, the data table
may alert the user of an alarm level and also recommend

diagnostic and troubleshooting steps for the user based on the
alarm. These diagnostic and troubleshooting messages are
also based upon the machine system type pro?le and function

blocks performed. Again, the diagnostic information may be
provided in a simpli?ed or normaliZed manner to operator

interface 14, thereby enabling the user to diagnose and
troubleshoot the machine system problems Without having

addition, a library of machine system type pro?les is available
to the operator for each machine system to be con?gured by
condition monitoring and control system 10. Machine system
selection interface 80 may be a user interface of condition

monitoring softWare 52 that enables an operator to set up and

con?gure condition monitoring of several types of machine

systems Without requiring speci?c knoWledge of machine
condition monitoring or details about the machine systems,

including bearing types and serial numbers. Further, condi
tion monitoring and control system 10 includes condition
monitoring softWare 52 and machine system pro?le informa
tion 84 that provides corresponding information to the

machine system type selected, including diagnostic and
troubleshooting information that enables an operator Who is
not familiar With the condition monitoring analysis to
troubleshoot the particular system based on the data analyZed
by the condition monitoring softWare 52. For example, if an
alarm limit is exceeded When compared to vibration data

analyZed by the system, the operator interface 14 may provide

detailed knoWledge of condition monitoring data or condition
monitoring systems. Further, controller and monitor 12 may
also include machine control softWare that actively regulates
and controls the processes and performance of various
machine systems. The control settings for the condition moni
toring and control system 10 may be shoWn on display screen
76 along With other critical control system information.
Moreover, in one embodiment, this information may be avail
able to the user While accessing condition monitoring param
eters on operator interface 14. This optional connection is
illustrated by line 78.

system 10. The method 88 may be an integrated part of
monitoring softWare 52 and may be displayed to an operator
on operator interface 14, as discussed above. Indeed, the
method 88 may be one exemplary embodiment of the auto

[0027]

con?guration techniques discussed above. Con?guration or

FIG. 4 is an illustration of an embodiment of opera

tor interface 14, including machine system selection interface
80. Machine selection interface 80 may alloW an operator to

the user With a series of prioritized diagnostic and trouble

shooting messages. These diagnostic and troubleshooting
messages may provide the user With machine system compo

nents to investigate and provide steps to take While diagnos

ing the detected problem.
[0029]

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart of an exemplary method 88 for

auto-con?guration of the condition monitoring and control

installation step 90 encompasses all steps that may be con
sidered installation or con?guration steps for condition moni

choose the type of machine system that is connected to
machine condition monitoring and control system 10. For

toring and control system 10. For example, the steps included

example, a user may select betWeen several machine system

performed before any condition monitoring measurements,

types, including a fan system, vertical pump system, motor
system, conveyor system, turbine system, and so forth. Fur
ther, the operator interface 14 and machine system selection

control, or analysis are performed on the attached machine
systems. In step 92, an operator may select a machine system
type or pro?le from a menu, as may be displayed on operator

interface 80 may enable a user to con?gure several machine

interface 14. As previously discussed, the selected machine
system type pro?le may correspond to a table of information
and data pertaining to that particular machine system type,
thereby enabling the user to con?gure the system Without

systems With a single condition monitoring and control sys
tem 10.As depicted, systemA may be one machine type, such
as a fan system, system B may be different machine system
type, such as a pump system, that Will be monitored by con

in installation step 90 include procedures and steps that are

manually inputting speci?c values and other settings. In step

dition monitoring and control system 10 and may be con?g

94, the operator may select condition monitoring softWare

ured and observed by a system operator. Once a system opera
tor selects a system type for each machine system, the
machine system selection interface communicates the user
selection, indicated by arroW 82, to a corresponding system
type or pro?le 84.

function blocks to be performed on the data and measure

ments acquired by the condition monitoring and control sys

trend values, and so forth. As appreciated, the appropriate

tem 10. For instance, the operator may select several calcu
lation function blocks to be performed on vibration
measurement data, including an FFT analysis, a spike energy
calculation, a spike energy FFT calculation, and/or a band
FFT calculation, to be performed on the vibration measure
ment information. In step 96, the condition monitoring and
control system 10 may load the corresponding machine sys
tem pro?le and function blocks selected. In step 98, the opera
tor may choose to con?gure additional machine systems. If
the operator chooses to con?gure additional machine sys
tems, the embodiment of auto-con?guring method 88 may

system pro?le information 86 may alloW a user to con?gure

route the user back to step 92. If the operator chooses not to

[0028]

The corresponding system type or pro?le may

include a table of information for each system, thereby
enabling an automatic con?guration of the selected system
type based on information in the system type pro?le 84,

indicated by element 86. System pro?le information 86 may
include information such as machine name, alarm values,

settings, band values, diagnostic status, diagnostic adviser,
condition monitoring of the selected system Without in depth
knoWledge of the machine system. Further, the system pro?le
information 86 enables an operator to con?gure the machine

system Without referring to industry standard tables during
analysis of the condition monitoring data for the system. In

con?gure additional machines, the operator may proceed
from installation and con?guration step 90.
[0030] In step 100, the condition monitoring and control
system 10 may execute and perform the selected machine
system and calculation function block measurements on the

US 2010/0082158 A1

selected machine system. In step 102, the conditioning moni
toring software performs the selected calculation function
block functions on the raw data acquired in step 100. For
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tem 10. Speci?cally, in this embodiment the particular
machine system being displayed to an operator will be indi
cated at the top of the screen, shown by numeral 108. For

instance, the system software, including condition monitor
ing software 52 may perform FFT analysis and spike energy

example, indicator 108 may cycle through display of Central

overall calculations on raw vibration data acquired by condi

and Central Motor 2, as the operator views normalized vibra

tion monitoring and control system 10. In step 104, the opera

tion parameters for each of the con?gured machine systems.

tor may view generic or normalized condition monitoring
parameters, including alarms, trends and other screens such
as diagnostic information. For example, the operator may
view a series of scaled indicators that pertain to critical sys

South Blower 1, Central South Blower 2, Central Motor 1,
Screen 106 also includes information divided into motor sec

tion 110 and fan section 112. In the embodiment, motor

tem condition parameters, including unbalance, looseness,
misalignment, overall vibration, and bad bearing. These

section 110 includes non-driving end 114 and driving end
bearing 116 sections. Fan section 112 also includes driven
end bearing 118 and non-driven end bearing 120. In other
embodiments, different or additional sections may be

scaled indicators may be referred to as normalizedparameters
or normalized indicators due to the fact that the calculated

included instead of or alongside sections 110, 112, 114, 116,
118, and 120. In addition, bearing sections 110 and 114 each

and/ or measured values for these particular parameters may
be linearly or non-linearly scaledbased on alarm limits and/or

include ?ve vibration parameter headings 122. More or less

related equations provided in the machine system pro?le. In
one embodiment, the scaled normalized indicators may pro
vide a reading of 100% at an alarm level and 50% at at a

warning level for the indicator. Further, the system may indi
cate 25% for the particular parameter at an average reading
for the normalized indicator. These normalized indicators
allow an operator to assess the status of a machine system

without having knowledge of the system components, alarm
levels for the system, and units used to calculate an indicator’s
status. In other words, these normalized indicators enable an

operator with minimal knowledge of the machine system to
assess the state of the system via these machine condition

condition monitoring parameters may be displayed for each
section depending upon application speci?c criteria. As
depicted, vibration parameter headings 122 include catego
ries such as overall vibration, unbalance, looseness, misalign
ment and bad bearing. Each of these headings 122 correspond
to a bar chart and a numeric value for the respective vibration

parameter. Normalized vibration parameters 124, in the form
of bar charts, are drafted below each of the headings 122.
[0033] Each of the normalized parameter bar charts 124 are
displayed from a scale of 0% to 100%. As depicted, the raw

data taken from the machine conditioning monitoring and
control system 10 is received and scaled, as shown in bar
charts 124 and scale 126. In an embodiment, 100% may be the

monitoring parameters that have been genericized or normal
ized. Moreover, the machine condition monitoring and con
trol system 1 0 may provide the operator with diagnostic infor
mation that corresponds to these normalized system
indicators, such as recommended troubleshooting steps and/

reading for the particular vibration parameter where auto

or components to examine. Further, the user interface may

automatic shut down. Further, several alarms may be set for
each of the vibration parameter displays, illustrated as alarm

provide an operator with prioritized troubleshooting steps,
thereby providing an operator with the most important and
relevant troubleshooting information ?rst and further provid
ing the user with the most relevant information to address a

machine condition monitoring problem.
[0031] FIGS. 6-8 illustrate embodiments of screens that
display machine condition monitoring information to an
operator. In an embodiment, the screens display vibration

parameter and vibration diagnostic information. These
screens may be displayed on the operator/user interfaces 14,
40, and 46 shown in FIG. 1. Embodiments of the operator
interface screens may include a system of windows, icons,

menus, and pointing devices to enable navigation through
various screens of the machine condition monitoring soft
ware 52. The operator interface may include a display device,
such as an LCD, for displaying the windows, icons, and
menus, as well as text and graphics that may be arranged as a

series of screens, layers, tabs, and templates. One or more
input devices, such as buttons, wheels, a computer mouse,
and a touch screen, may be used for navigating through the
windows, icons, and menus.
[0032]

FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of display screen

106, includes normalized vibration parameters that may be
displayed to a system operator. Screen 106 includes machine
system type indicator 108, shown in the illustration as “Cen
tral South Blower 1.” As depicted, the con?gured machine

type 108 is displayed along with corresponding normalized
vibration parameters. In addition, multiple machine systems
may be con?gured for a machine condition and control sys

matic shutdown occurs. In another embodiment, the auto
matic shutdown alarm value may be 70%, 80%, or 90%. In

addition, the alarm value may correspond to another system
function, such as an audible and/ or visual alarm instead of an

one 130 and alarm two 132. In an embodiment, alarm one 130

may be an initial warning value, indicating to an operator that
a particular vibration parameter 122 and/or machine system

should be inspected. For example, in the illustration, the bar
chart 134 indicates a normalized value that exceeds alarm one

value 136 of bad bearing parameter. In the example, a nor

malized reading will provide a warning to the operator that
driving end bearing 116 may require an inspection of the
motor driving end bearing. Further, bad bearing alarm two
138 at 100% has not been met, thereby indicating that the
system does not need require an automatic shut down.

[0034] As appreciated, the alarm values and scaled values
shown in the normalized display screen 106 may be con?g
ured depending upon the system and sensor inputs. Numeri
cal indicators 140 display normalized numeric values associ
ated with the normalized bar charts 124 above each of the
indicators 140. In addition, status indicator 142 may provide
an operator with the status of the bearing being displayed
above the indicator. For instance, status indicator 142 dis
plays a normal status for motor non-driving end bearing 114.
Further, status indicator 144 provides a status for driving end
bearing 116. Indicator 146 displays a rotational speed for the
shaft of motor 110, thereby providing a numeric indicator of
the rotational speed of motor 110. In the embodiment, the
rotational speed of the shaft is indicated in RPM. Screen 106
also includes bearing status indicators 148 and 150, as well as

fan shaft rotational display 152. Screen 106 also includes
menu bar 154, which includes buttons to navigate between
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screens that may display normalized data for the particular
machine system, con?guration screens, and alloW an operator
to navigate betWeen machines. Speci?cally, buttons 156

components. Motor section 198 also includes non-driving
end bearing display 200, Which further includes a normaliZed

bearing parameter display 202. Non-driving end bearing dis

alloW an operator to vieW normaliZed bar charts for other

play 200 includes a status indication, illustrated here as “nor

machine systems by pressing either button. Moreover, but

mal.” Further, display 200 includes normaliZed bearing

tons 158 enable an operator to select betWeen normaliZed

parameter display 202, Which informs the user of a normal

parameter displays, con?guration menus, diagnostic screens,

iZed overall vibration parameter that has been scaled, thereby

and other screens for a machine system.
[0035] FIG. 7 is an illustration of an embodiment of screen

enabling the operator to vieW the parameter on a percentage

basis. For example, the overall vibration normaliZed reading

160 Which displays diagnostic information for a machine
system connected to condition monitoring and control system

at the non-driving end bearing of the motor. The machine

of 30% may indicate to an operator that the system is normal

10. Screen 160 includes a machine system indicator 162 that

conditioning monitoring and control system 10 may con?g

indicates Which machine system Within the machine condi

ure and/or automatically load alarm values for each system
based on an operator selection during auto-con?guration of a
machine system by an operator. In other Words, the operator

tioning monitoring and control system 10 is being vieWed.
For example, in the illustrated embodiment, the diagnostic
information for “Central South BloWer l” machine system is
displayed indicator 162. In addition, display screen 160
includes a motor section 164 that includes status indicators

for non-driving end bearing 166 and driving end bearing 168.
Speci?cally, the status indicator 166 for non-driving endbear
ing may display a status for the bearing, such as Waming,

may select a machine type and number of sensors, as Well as

the type of sensors in the system, thereby enabling the system
to con?gure alarm limits, ?lter values, and other information
based upon the machine system components selected. More
over, the selected machine system type enables the system to
normaliZe information, such as the diagnostic, status, and

danger, or normal. As depicted, driving end bearing of the

data display for an operator based on a data information table

motor indicates via indicator 168 that a bad bearing may be

that corresponds to the machine system type being monitored.

occurring via the “Bad Bearing Danger” status. Fan section

In one embodiment, a range of normalized parameter values

170 of display screen 160 also includes status indicators 172

may be based on a scale of 0-l00%.

and 174 for both bearings included in the fan system. Display

[0038]

screen 160 also shoWs the diagnostic status for the particular
machine system, as depicted by element 176. The machine

includes an indicator of the location of the bearing sensor 203
on motor 199. The bearing location 203 illustrated in display

Status and diagnostic display screen 194 also

diagnostic status may be displayed in text box 178, thereby

194 enables a user to easily locate and troubleshoot problems

informing the operator of any Warnings as Well as instructions
or diagnostic messages 180 to address the diagnostic prob
lem.
[0036] In addition, a fault list section 182 may be provided
for the machine diagnostic display screen 160. The machine
diagnostic fault list 182 may include several condition moni
toring or vibration parameters 184 that exhibit faults or trig
ger a diagnostic message display. For example, if a particular
vibration parameter, such as unbalance, exceeds a certain
preset warning or alarm level then a diagnostic message 186
may be communicated to help an operator address the prob

With the machine system. Similarly, driving end bearing sta

lem indicated by the unbalance vibration parameter value.
Diagnostic display screen 160 also includes menu bar 188
that includes several buttons that alloW the operator to select
the machine system and information displayed on the screen.
Menu bar 188 includes machine selection buttons 190 that
enable the user or operator to change Which machine is being

displayed. For example, the operator may select to display
Central South BloWer 1 and its diagnostic information, fol
loWed by a selection to vieW the diagnostic information for
Central Pump 1, based on the machine selected via buttons
190. Further, display selection buttons 192 enable an operator
to select betWeen normaliZed parameter displays, con?gura
tion menus, diagnostic screens, and other screens for a

machine system.
[0037]

FIG. 8 is an illustration of an embodiment of display

tus display 204 includes a status indicator as Well as a nor

maliZed bearing parameter indicator 206. As depicted, indi
cator 206 shoWs that a normaliZed reading of 88%
corresponds to a status of “Bad Bearing-Danger” for the

driving end bearing display 204. Therefore, the danger dis
play is caused by the scaled value of 88% exceeding a preset
alarm value that has been loaded for the motor driving end
bearing for a bloWer machine type pro?le. In addition, an
operator may use sensor location 207 to locate the position of

the bearing needing attention. In addition, fan section 208
also includes driven end bearing section 210, Which displays
the status of the bearing via a dialog box and a normaliZed

vibration parameter 212. Moreover, fan section 208 also
includes a diagram of a fan 209. The diagram of a fan 209
includes a location for driven end bearing sensor, as shoWn by
element 214. In addition, status display 216 includes a status
box and a normalized vibration parameter display 218. Fur

ther, the non-driven end bearing status portion 216 illustrates
the position 220 of the non-driven end bearing sensor on fan
system 209. Indicators 222 and 224 display the rotational

shaft speeds of the motor and fan assemblies, respectively, in
RPMs. Status and diagnostic screen 194 also includes
machine selection buttons 226 and information selection but
tons 228, Which are included in menu bar 230. Speci?cally,
buttons 226 alloW an operator to vieW normaliZed bar charts

screen 194, Which includes the status and a schematic of a

for other machine systems by pressing either button. More

selected machine system. The machine system being dis
played is illustrated by indicator 196. For instance, as
depicted, “Central South BloWer l” is the machine being

maliZed parameter displays, con?guration menus, diagnostic

displayed in screen 194. The status and diagnostic informa

over, buttons 228 enable an operator to select betWeen nor

screens, and other screens for a machine system.

[0039] As appreciated, the screens shoWn in FIGS. 6-8 may
include several variations of the illustrated embodiments,

tion screen 194 includes a motor section 198 that illustrates
the status and arrangement of sensors on a motor 199. In the
embodiment, a diagram of a motor 199 shoWs an operator the

including additional parameters, diagnostic messages,
graphs, charts, and diagrams. Additionally, condition moni

arrangement of the condition monitoring and machine system

toring and control system 10 may display more screens in
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addition to 106, 160, and 194, in order to present normalized
parameters and simpli?ed diagnostic information to an opera

prioritized troubleshooting and diagnostic information to
assist the operator With system repair.

tor.

[0042] While only certain features of the invention have
been illustrated and described herein, many modi?cations
and changes Will occur to those skilled in the art. It is, there
fore, to be understood that the appended claims are intended

[0040]

FIG. 9 is an embodiment of chart 232 displaying a

fast Fourier transform (FFT) that has been performed on time
domain data, producing the illustrated vibration pro?le for a
bearing. The FFT calculation is an example of the type of

calculationperformed by functionblock, previously shoWn in
FIG. 3, that is utilized by condition monitoring and control
system 10. An FFT algorithm may take data from the time
domain, i.e. measurements taken at ?nite time intervals and
produce a frequency domain signal. The FFT is a class of

algorithms that compute or calculate the magnitude of energy
versus frequency for a given time domain signal. Referring to
chart 232, a signal frequency is plotted onX-axis 234 While an
amplitude 236 is plotted onY-axis 236. The plotted FFT data
238 illustrates the vibration pro?le as the amplitude of the
signal at a range of frequencies. Chart 232 also includes
frequency bands of interest 240 that span frequency ranges
betWeen lines 242. The bands of interest 240 may correspond
to ranges of interest and of vibration data for the bearings
being monitored. Speci?cally, the ranges of bands 240 may
include data, such as spike 244, that exceeds an alarm value
246, indicating a Warning or danger for a bearing. In an

to cover all such modi?cations and changes as fall Within the

true spirit of the invention.
1. A method for vibration condition monitoring and con

trolling a machine system, comprising:
controlling operation of a machine system via actuators
and a ?rst set of signals received from sensors;
receiving a second signal from a vibration sensor;

calculating vibration parameters based on the second sig

nal;
normalizing each of the vibration parameters; and
presenting the normalized vibration parameters in an
operator interface.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein normalizing each of the
vibration parameters comprises scaling each of the vibration

parameters.

FFT function block 64 on the raW time domain data. In

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the vibration parameters
are scaled With respect to alarms for speci?c vibration fre
quency bands.
4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the alarms are deter
mined by a selection of a system type, the system type corre

addition, the results of the FFT function block may feed the
information to an operator interface 14 that provides normal

sponding to speci?c machine component combination.
5. The method of claim 3, Wherein the normalized vibration

ized vibration parameters to the user indicating the status of a

the status of a machine system or bearing Without in-depth
knowledge of an FFT or other condition monitoring calcula

parameters are displayed along With alarms for each normal
ized vibration parameter.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein presenting the normal
ized vibration parameters comprises presenting an overall

tions. This may be accomplished by translating the output of

vibration parameter, an unbalance parameter, a looseness

the FFT function block to scaled normalized vibrationparam

parameter, a misalignment parameter, or a bearing parameter.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein calculating the vibration
parameters comprises calculating a fast Fourier transform or
a spike energy value.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the vibration sensor
comprises an accelerometer.

embodiment, an accelerometer sensor may relay time domain
data to the controller and monitor 12 Which may perform the

bearing being analyzed. As a result, the operator may assess

eters that may indicate a normal or Warning status for the

machine system.
[0041] As discussed above, various embodiments of
machine condition monitoring systems may be employed to
enhance the functionality of control systems, and to combine
functionality of conventional control systems and condition

monitoring systems. Moreover, the techniques described
above may help simplify and reduce the costs of machine
condition monitoring. In particular, an embodiment includes

function blocks for calculating complex condition monitor
ing parameters, such as fast Fourier transfer FFT calculations
based on vibrational measurements. These module function
blocks enable these calculations to be made on systems that

are used for machine control, consolidating the components
needed for machine condition monitoring systems. In certain
embodiments, the condition monitoring system includes an

automatic con?guration for the machine systems, alloWing
untrained operators to easily con?gure and set up the condi
tion monitoring systems. For example, the system may enable
an operator to set up the condition monitoring system by

simply entering the type of machine system being monitored

9. The method of claim 1, comprising presenting diagnos
tic information that includes status information and system
faults.

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the presenting diag
nostic information comprises prioritizing the information and
faults in order of importance to an operator.

11. A machine control and condition monitoring system,

comprising:
a controller con?gured to receive sensor signals from a

machine system and to control operation of the machine
system via actuators; and
a condition monitoring user interface con?gured to display
normalized vibration parameters for the machine sys
tem.

12. The system of claim 11, Wherein the controller pro

as Well as the number and type of sensors being used. In an

ces ses vibration measurement data and calculates the normal

embodiment, the condition monitoring system may present

ized vibration parameters.
13. The system of claim 12, Wherein the vibration mea

the system condition parameter information in a normalized
format that is easily understood by an untrained operator. In
particular, the system Will enable an operator Who is knoWl
edgeable about the control systems to assess the state of the

normalized parameters are based upon a selection of a system

system using normalized indicators of condition monitoring
parameters. Further, the system Will provide an operator With

type, the system type corresponding to speci?c machine com
ponent combination.

surement data is from an accelerometer.

14. The system of claim 12, Wherein the calculations of the
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15. The system of claim 11, wherein the normalized Vibra
tion parameters comprise an overall Vibration parameter, an
unbalance parameter, a looseness parameter, a misalignment
parameter, or a bad bearing parameter.
16. The system of claim 11, Wherein the condition moni

19. The system of claim 18, Wherein the Vibration moni
toring computer code comprises code to process Vibration

toring user interface is also con?gured to display diagnostic
information including status information and system faults.
17. The method of claim 16, Wherein the diagnostic infor

21. The system of claim 18, Wherein the normalized Vibra
tion parameters are scaled With respect to alarms for speci?c

mation is prioritized in order of importance to an operator.

18. A machine system controller, comprising:
computer code to control operation of a machine system
Via actuators;

measurement data and calculate the normalized Vibration

parameters.
20. The system of claim 19, Wherein the Vibration mea
surement data is from an accelerometer.

Vibration frequency bands.
22. The system of claim 18, Wherein the normalized Vibra
tion parameters comprise an overall Vibration parameter, an
unbalance parameter, a looseness parameter, a misalignment
parameter, or a bearing parameter.
23. The system of claim 18, Wherein the Vibration moni

computer code to perform Vibration monitoring of the
machine system; and

toring user interface is also con?gured to display diagnostic
information including status information and system faults.
24. The system of claim 23, Wherein the diagnostic infor

a Vibration monitoring user interface con?gured to display
normalized Vibration parameters for the machine sys

mation is prioritized in order of importance to an operator.

tem.
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